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DISRUPTIVE NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND FRANCHISING
In 2018, the emergence of new methods of connecting customers to businesses has become
almost second-nature to many consumers as well as many businesses. In just one segment – the procedure
by which consumers can place a delivery order with a restaurant – there are a multitude of options. These
include relatively new powerhouse players such as DoorDash, Grubhub, Postmates, and UberEats. The
emergence of Amazon as a potentially mammoth delivery force lurks as well. 1
The market is strong enough that there has already been consolidation: in 2017, Grubhub
acquired its rival Eat24 business from Yelp for $288 million. 2 Matt Maloney, the CEO of Grubhub,
observed that “scale drives efficiency,” when announcing a second deal with Yelp to increase to over
80,000 the number of U.S. restaurants offering delivery through the Grubhub mobile app. 3 He went on to
note that “I see a point where we could conceivably have extremely low if not free delivery for
consumers.” 4 Uber’s entry, the UberEats platform, is already reported to be more profitable than its
ubiquitous ride-hailing business, and has expanded in the U.S., Canada, and globally. 5
What makes these services different is not the fact that they deliver food to customers or that the
offer a wide range of restaurants’ menus to consumers. After all, local and national branded restaurants
such as Chinese-take outs and pizzerias have delivered to customers for decades. Food delivery services –
even franchised ones – long ago became a reliable go-to for consumers (such as “Takeout Taxi,” which
began operating in the Washington, D.C. market in the late 1980’s) 6 and “Mr. Delivery” (which was
started in South Africa and later expanded into the U.S.). Smaller regional food service establishments are
also relying on delivery, such as Chicago’s “Foxtrot” concept, whose business is reported to be “divided
evenly between in-store and delivery.” 7 Global food service giants like McDonald’s have expanded with

1

Jason Del Rey, “Amazon launches restaurant delivery in Manhattan with more than 350 eateries; Free
delivery, but the fee for restaurants to participate is steep,” Recode (May 17, 2016)
(https://www.recode.net/2016/5/17/11687468/amazon-restaurant-delivery-manhattan).

2

Theresa Poletti, “Yelp bounces back as Grubhub deal gets good reviews,” MarketWatch (Aug. 6, 2017)
(https://www.marketwatch.com/story/yelp-bounces-back-as-grubhub-deal-gets-good-reviews-2017-08-03).

3

Julie Jargon and Heather Haddon, “Grubhub Expands Pact With Yelp, Aiming for Cheaper Deliveries,”
The Wall St. J. (Mar. 19, 2018) (https://www.wsj.com/articles/grubhub-expands-pact-with-yelp-aiming-forcheaper-deliveries-1521451921?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=1).

4

Id.

5

Mike Isaac, “UberEats Picks Up Steam Against Rivals,” The N.Y. Times (Sept. 25, 2017 at B1).

6

Kirstin Downey Grimsley, The Takeoff of Takeout Taxi,” The Wash. Post (Nov. 21, 1994)
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/business/1994/11/21/the-takeoff-of-takeout-taxi/879b8c2a3b90-4d3b-8807-d263b72035c6/?utm_term=.410ea0206bd3). Consolidation of the industry continued as
Takeout Taxi and other delivery services were acquired in 2017 by BiteSquad of Minneapolis. See Dan
DeBaun, “Bite Squad buys Md. food delivery firm as part of national expansion,” Washington Bus. J. (Oct.
10, 2017) (https://www.bizjournals.com/washington/news/2017/10/10/bite-squad-buys-md-food-deliveryfirm-as-part-of.html).

7

Jane Black, “Welcome to the New Convenience Store,” The Wall St. J. (Apr. 25, 2018)
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/welcome-to-the-new-convenience-store1524677133?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=1).
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their own delivery platform, “McDelivery,” which it reports as being available (through UberEats and
otherwise) in over 10,000 of its restaurants in 21 different countries.” 8
What’s different about 2018 than the years past is volume and cost. The gig economy – as noted
below – has generated a plethora of drivers who are able to conveniently and cheaply complete the lastmile journey between the restaurant and the consumer, and fulfill the delivery order while the food is
(hopefully) still hot and to the consumer’s liking. The consumer-cost factor is undeniably a major
consideration, as noted (above) by Grubhub’s CEO (suggesting that delivery may someday be low-cost or
free to consumers). The issue is not trifling; in addition to Grubhub’s $288 million acquisition of Eat24
noted above, DoorDash recently took in $535 million in investments to fuel its expansion. 9
The structure of the relationship that these growing delivery services have to restaurants is critical
to understanding the impact that the phenomenon is having and the likely impact. Where the restaurants
are franchised, additional facets also need to be considered.
These discussions about the impact on franchising arising from the rising gig economy are really
not that different from the discussions held 10, 20, and 30 years ago in relation to new technologies and
techniques. Each time a new technology emerges, or a system improvement or addition is considered, the
implications and impact it may have on a franchise network needs to be considered. Clearly one major
area in the franchise relationship that could be impacted by increased adoption of third-party delivery
systems are the impact on royalties, delivery area considerations, how the technology will be managed,
and by what party, data protection and brand damage issues.
1. Franchise Agreement Considerations

While delivery services are not new, the emergence of new methodologies suggest that the
delivery segment of the food service industry will be far more prevalent over time. Because there are
many ways to implement delivery, counsel should assess the issues, which include (among others):
1. Who sells what? Does the delivery company and its driver serve as an agent of the restaurant?
Do they act as a reseller? Or do they act as agent of the customer?
2. What party is responsible for taking orders?
3. What party is responsible for delivery and in what area is delivery to be made?
4. What is the selling price upon which royalties (and other fees, such as marketing fees) are to
be based? What is the contractual arrangement between the restaurant and the delivery entity?
Which party is responsible for problems that occur during the delivery process, including
exposure for torts? 10
8

See McDonald’s Corp. 2017 Annual Report at 15.

9

Eliot Brown, “SoftBank Bets Big on Food Delivery,” The Wall St. J. (Mar. 1, 2018)
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/softbank-bets-big-on-food-delivery-1519912804?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=7).

10

An entire segment of the insurance industry caters to the pizza delivery slice of the economy. See, e.g.,
Trusted Choice’s website entitled “The Hidden Risks of a Pizza Delivery Business,” at
https://www.trustedchoice.com/small-business-insurance/restaurant-food/pizza-delivery/. See also
Progressive Paloverde Ins. Co. v. Bishop, 2012 WL 2399607 (S.D. Ind. June 25, 2012) (one of many cases
involving a delivery driver who was involved in an auto accident).
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5. Are there other aspects of already-existing franchisor – franchisee relationships that are
implicated by expansion of delivery service?
6. Issues relating to the data protection and data ownership arising out of delivery transactions.
2. Who Sells What
A threshold legal consideration to understand is which party in the relationship actually makes the
sale. There are various possibilities, including:
•

the restaurant sells directly to the customer and engages a delivery person or delivery
service as its agent to complete the order;

•

the restaurant sells directly to the delivery person or company, which, in turn, resells the
food to its customer; and

•

the restaurant sells directly to the delivery person or company, which in effect acts as the
customer’s agent.

Because there is no one single structure to these arrangements, all should be assessed. The
variation among these structures impact all of the considerations raised below.
3. Order Taking
Questions to consider include which party is taking the orders, how the menu selections will
appear, and whether the delivery service uses the restaurant’s intellectual property. In most systems, the
menu, photos, and other intellectual property (e.g., the marks) are owned by the franchisor – and in those
cases, the franchisee is unlikely to have the independent right to properly license a delivery company to
use the franchisor’s IP.
4. Delivery
A fundamental issue to evaluating delivery service is to consider what party will actually
complete the delivery service. In some systems, the restaurant itself employs the delivery personnel (e.g.,
a pizza shop), while other restaurants contract delivery out to a third-party service that performs that
function on the restaurant’s behalf. As noted in this paper, the emergence of delivery providers such as
Grubhub and UberEats means that local third-party drivers may execute the delivery, and while that
should ostensibly be within the local delivery area, that zone may not correlate with the protected area
under a franchise agreement. For example, a gig driver may accept the transaction and pickup an order in
one territory for delivery along the route where the driver is otherwise headed. Where those territories are
assigned to adjacent franchisees, would it be possible or even logical for the order-taker to direct the order
in accordance with the terms governing the “protected area” of the franchisees’ unseen franchise
agreements?
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5. Royalty and Marketing Fund Considerations
It should come as no surprise that one area of potential conflict when introducing or utilizing
third-party delivery is how the royalty will be handled, 11 will it be calculated based off the price the
customer pays for the food, which is typically the same price they would pay if they were to order at the
restaurant; or will it be calculated based on the amount remitted by the third-party delivery company; or
will it be handled in an entirely different way?
To best understand how delivery fees work into the entire fee system, it is important to
understand the overall fee structure as it relates to third-party delivery systems. Typically, an end-use or
consumer will order food via the third-party’s mobile app or website. The consumer will pay the thirdparty for the menu price of the food, along with a service and often additional delivery fee. Sometimes
these fees can add an additional 40-50% 12 to the price of the actual order. The order is then sent directly
to the restaurant, typically via a separate tablet or other POS system and fulfilled by the restaurant. On the
restaurant’s end, the order appears like an in-store purchase and logged in the system as a full-price menu
order without any reductions related to service fees the restaurants must pay to the third-party delivery
system. The third-party then remits the payment for the food, minus their service charge charged to the
restaurant (which is in addition to the service charge to the consumer). From a pure POS facing and
reporting perspective, the third-party delivery transaction should typically appear identical to an in-store
transaction.
Third-party delivery services typically charge restaurants 12-40% 13 of the menu price for each
food order delivered. On the high end of the spectrum is Uber Eats, which can charge up to 30-40% 14 of
the sale price; Amazon Prime Now charges 27.5%; and DoorDash charges 20%. The amount of the
charge can also depend on factors including the size of the order, the restaurant, and services provided
such as additional advertising. Internationally these fees also appear to be widely negotiated and very
much dependent on the bargaining power of the parties involved. However, on average, most of the other
delivery companies charge around 20%.
In layman’s terms, if a customer places a $20 food order through Uber Eats or DoorDash, the
restaurant will receive from $12 to $16 on that order. There is growing tension between franchisors and
franchisees in systems engaged in using third-party delivery systems as to what amount is owed to the
franchisor for these sales -is it based on the $20 “menu price” or the $12 to $16 remitted and realized
amount?

11

Jennifer Kulyk and John Sotos, “Food Delivery Apps in Restaurant Franchising: How to Deal with Fees?,”
Lexology (Aug. 31, 2017) (https://www.sotosllp.com/2017/08/food-delivery-apps-in-restaurantfranchising-how-to-deal-with-fees).

12

Tom Kaiser, Laura Michaels, and Nicholas Upton, “New Research Shows Who’s Leading the Pack in
Delivery,” Franchise Times (Jan. 24, 2018) (http://www.franchisetimes.com/February-2018/New-researchshows-whos-leading-the-pack-in-delivery).

13

Id.

14

Peter Buckingham “How is Uber Changing the QSR Environment…And Are You Feeling the Effects?,”
Business Franchise (Oct. 10, 2017) (http://www.franchisebusiness.com.au/news/how-is-uber-changing-theqsr-environment-and-a); see also James Covert “Uber, Amazon to Charge Eateries Steep Rates for
Delivery,” New York Post (Feb. 6, 2016) (https://nypost.com/2016/02/06/tech-giants-start-getting-seriousabout-food-delivery).
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Unless the franchise agreement explicitly deals with how royalty and marketing fund payments
will be handled when the franchisee uses third-party delivery, the answer to what amount the franchisor
can collect on comes down to the franchise agreement’s definition of “gross sales” or “gross revenues.” A
typical franchise agreement will require that royalties and marketing/advertising fees be paid on “gross
sales” or “gross revenues.” Most often the definition will boil down to the total proceeds received by the
franchisee for goods and services associated with the restaurant operations. So, the question becomes one
of whether the definition allows the franchisor to capture royalty and marketing payments from the full
menu price payment that the customer made, or from the remitted and realized amount actually received
by the franchisee.
The following three definitions of Gross Sales are from restaurants utilizing third-party delivery.
•

Section 7 of the McDonald’s 2017 Franchise Agreement provides that: “For the purposes of
this Franchise, the term ‘Gross Sales’ shall mean all revenues from sales of the Franchisee
based upon all business conducted upon or from the Restaurant, whether such sales be
evidenced by check, cash, credit, charge account, exchange, or otherwise, and shall include,
but not be limited to, the amounts received from the sale of goods, wares, and merchandise,
including sales of food, beverages, and tangible property of every kind and nature,
promotional or otherwise, and for services performed from or at the Restaurant, together with
the amount of all orders taken or received at the Restaurant, whether such orders be filled
from the Restaurant or elsewhere.” (emphasis added)

•

The introductory definitions section of the Zaxby’s 2017 License Agreement states that:
“‘Gross Sales’ means the aggregate of all monies and receipts derived from (i) all products
prepared and services performed at or through the Restaurant, (ii) sales and orders made,
solicited or received at or through the Restaurant, (iii) all of the business whatsoever
conducted or transacted at or through the Restaurant, (iv) all other revenue derived from the
exploitation of the system and/or the marks, and (v) all insurance proceeds and/or
condemnation awards for loss of sales, profits or business, and whether such payment is in
cash, by check or debit card, by exchange or for credit (and, if for credit, regardless of
collection therefor), less any sales taxes collected by you and transmitted to appropriate
taxing authorities.” (emphasis added)

•

Section 3(d) of the Jason’s Deli 2017 Franchise Agreement provides that: “As used in this
Agreement, the term ‘gross sales’ will mean the amount of sales of all products and services
sold in, on about or from the Deli by Franchisee, whether for cash or on a charge, credit or
time basis, without reserve or deduction for inability or failure to collect, including, but not
limited to, such sales and services (i) where orders originate and/or are accepted by
Franchisee in the Deli, but delivery or performance thereof is made from or at any place other
than the Deli, or (ii) pursuant to telephone or other similar orders received or filled at or in the
Deli.” (emphasis added)

Each of the above definitions contemplate that orders may be filled or fulfilled outside of the
restaurant, but of the examples, Jason’s Deli likely has the clearest definition to allow for the collection of
royalties on the menu price in that it ties the payments to “amount of sales.” Both Zaxby’s and
McDonalds leave some room for argument that the definition of gross sales does not include the actual
menu price, but instead is tied to the amounts received by the franchisee. For example, McDonalds uses
the term “all revenues from sales of the Franchisee.” Arguably, the revenue of the franchisee is the
revenue it gets from Uber Eats (or other third-party delivery vendor). Similarly, a franchisee could
maintain that Zaxby’s definition that includes “aggregate of all monies and receipts derived” excludes
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the fee charged by the third-party delivery system since the money actually derived from the sale was not
the full menu price.
Franchisors seeking to collect on the menu price, will likely argue that the fees associated with
utilizing a third-party delivery system are normal expenses that are figured into the net profits and are a
cost of doing business. Franchisees do not deduct labor or small ware costs associated with the sale of
each food item prior to calculating the royalties owed, so why would they be allowed to deduct the cost of
doing business with a third-party delivery system?
Franchisees however will argue that unlike sales that originate in and culminate in the actual
restaurant, they never realize or see the actual payment for the full amount of the order. Many franchisees
could point out that their already narrow margins make it nearly impossible for them to net any profit if
the franchisor takes a royalty and marketing fee percentage on the menu price as opposed to the remitted
and realized amount.
By way of example, a franchisee in a system that charges a 7% royalty and 3% marketing fee, and
pays a 20% fee to the third-party delivery company, could have a modified profit and loss statement
similar to the below. The below assumes identical “menu price” ordering and payment by the customer.

Before Third-Party Delivery
After Third-Party Delivery
Sales
$75,000
$75,000
Less:
Delivery Charge @ 20%*
$0
$1,500
COGS at 30%
$22,500
$22,500
Royalties at 7%
$5,250
$5,250
Marketing Fees @ 3%
$2,250
$2,250
Rent @ 15%
$11,250
$11,250
Labor @ 30%
$22,500
$22,500
Net Profit
$11,250
$9,750
*.
The 20% charge is based on 10% of total sales attributed to third-party delivery.
Based on the above, even if the franchise agreement allows collecting on the “menu price,” the
franchisor would be wise to consider whether it is in the system’s best interest to do so, or will they be
crippling the franchisees to the point where franchisees ultimately fail because they are unable to profit in
an industry with already tight margins.
It could be that these emerging technologies require franchisors to completely rethink the way
they calculate royalties and marketing fees. Is a simple “on gross sales” sufficient to capture and navigate
the nuances created by emerging technologies? It is quite possible that the definition of gross sales
employed by most systems will need to be modified to create clear exclusions and carve-outs for
situations that were not contemplated when the definition of gross sales was drafted. Should the franchise
agreement address these new technologies head-on by creating clear terms of use and a designation of
risks and liabilities? One possibility is to rethink how royalties and marketing fees are collected and on
what terms, including a sliding scale, reduced percentage or dollar cap.
From an international perspective, where the franchisor's template "home base" documents are
being used in another country, the authors are seeing quite extensive negotiation on the attempted
exclusion by franchisees of third party delivery fees from the definition of "Gross sales/revenues" for the
purposes of calculating royalties. The success of such attempts appears very much dependent on the
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franchisor's view of whether such third party delivery costs are considered a usual cost of doing business
or not.
6. Outsourcing Issues and Considerations
There are a number of issues a franchisor should consider when looking to allow franchisees to
utilize third-party delivery. First and foremost is which party should contract with the third-party delivery
vendors. In a typical franchise system-vendor relationship, the franchisor will enter into an agreement
with the third-party for advantageous pricing, which is then passed along to the franchisee, who is, in
turn, required to use the vendor. 15 Then, the franchisee will enter into their own agreement upon using or
ordering from the vendor. The same type of relationship would likely be established in a third-party
delivery situation. 16 Of course, some franchisees will also make arrangements on their own with third
party delivery services (whether with or without the franchisor’s approval), and they will also face similar
concerns. Similar to a standard vendor-franchisor relationship, there are certain considerations that need
to be examined before entering into any master vendor relationship.
Some of these considerations include:
•

Is the product one that can be reliably and safely delivered to a customer’s home for
offsite consumption consistent with brand standards?

•

Are there requirements (e.g., refrigeration, freshness standards, or heating) that the
delivery vendor demonstrates it can properly meet?

•

Is the vendor properly established in how it will handle ordering and delivery?

•

Does the vendor carry proper and adequate insurance to protect the franchisor and its
franchisees?

•

Where will the vendor deliver?

•

Will the delivery vehicle bear any marks – whether those of a third party
(e.g., UberEats) or those of the restaurant from which the food is ordered?

•

Might the franchisor be exposed to liability if it approves a delivery vendor for some
areas but that vendor cannot provide service to all markets?

•

What if the delivery options and pricing options are not as good in one market as in
another? Is there any risk assumed by the franchisor?

15

Joyce G. Mazero and Leonard H. MacPhee “Setting the Stage for a ‘Best in Class’ Supply Chain,”
Franchise Law Journal (Vol. 36 No. 2 Fall 2016, 219); see also Danny Goldberg “Locating the Best
Vendors for Your Franchise,” Franchising World (Oct. 2007) (https://www.franchise.org/locating-the-bestvendors-for-your-franchise).

16

Rick Grossman “What Franchisees Need to Know About Vendor Contracts,” excerpt from Franchise Bible:
How to Buy a Franchise or Franchise Your Own Business (Jan. 20, 2017)
(https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/286682).
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•

Would the franchisor need to bring on additional staff specifically to evaluate and
conduct surveys on each possible third-party delivery option?

•

Is there any added risk if the required or specified vendor(s) are sub-par and damage
the reputation of the franchisee in their market?

•

What if the franchisor cannot negotiate the same rates with each delivery company so
that some franchisees are realizing higher net profits than other franchisees?

It should be cautioned that if the franchisor is making any assurances related to the availability,
quality, or pricing, there is an increased risk for liability. One suggestion in setting up a third-party
delivery vendor program is to clearly articulate that not every market has the same opportunities for
engaging third-party delivery services, but that the franchisor will work with franchisees who wish to
engage in delivery services to find and, where appropriate, approve appropriate third-party delivery
vendors. Such approvals may need to consider the possibility that the relationship may need to be with
smaller and burgeoning delivery companies that may not have the same infrastructure or name
recognition as larger companies such as Uber Eats and DoorDash, and minimum specifications should
reflect this possibility.
Outside the scope of this paper are broad and wide-ranging supply issues, which include among
other things what role and responsibility there is for a franchisor in reviewing and approving suppliers
(whether nominated by franchisees or otherwise), and related issues. Suffice it to say that franchisors and
franchisees will need to be mindful of those considerations when reviewing and approving transactions
with third-party delivery services.
7. Data protection and data ownership
Given the numerous data breaches that have occurred across many outsourced service providers,
together with updated and enhanced data protection and privacy laws coming into play, careful
consideration needs to be had as to the protection, ownership, and use of customer data.
Although larger brands are likely to conduct thorough due diligence covering such matters when
negotiating outsourcing contracts, it is unlikely that individual franchisees have the ability or inclination
to do so when contracting with outsourced delivery providers and/or platforms. This raises further issues
around the "Who Sells What" considerations discussed above – as obviously from a brand protection
perspective it would be preferable that the franchisor enters into these agreements in order to
appropriately consider such issues and ensure conformity across the franchised network.
Clearly a data breach is going to have a large impact on customer sentiment. The Uber data
breach of 2016, which was not announced to the market until November 2017, 17 extended to the UberEats
customer data in many locations across the world including Singapore 18. This has led to various questions
being raised about the security of such data versus the convenience of using such platforms. A survey
conducted by UK-based fraud prevention company Semafone found that an overwhelming majority of
17

Dara Khosrowshahi, CEO Uber, 2016 Data Security Incident, (Nov. 21, 2017)
(https://www.uber.com/newsroom/2016-data-incident/).

18

Tan Weizhen, Toh Ee Ming (Apr. 26, 2018) “Not just ‘phantom rides’, UberEATS customers also charged
for food orders they didn’t make" (https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/not-just-phantom-ridesubereats-customers-also-charged-food-orders-they-didnt-make).
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individuals screened would not conduct business with an organization that had experienced a data breach.
In the survey, "86.55 percent of 2,000 respondents stated that they were “not at all likely” or “not very
likely” to do business with an organization that had suffered a data breach involving credit or debit card
details." 19 Consumer sentiment shown through surveys like this however, seems at odds with the
ever-growing public use of such platforms. Convenience appears to be winning over such data breach
concerns.
Sample agreements reviewed by the authors ran from 5 to 7 pages and contained little to no
provisions in relation to use, security, control, and processing of personal data. A sample UberEats 20
agreement provided a definition of Personal Data and an obligation on the restaurant to "retain personal
data provided …. solely by using the software and tools provided by Uber". The indemnity provisions
provide the restaurant is to indemnify and hold Uber harmless against data breaches and/or noncompliance with EU data protection legislation. Here Uber are by implication, the owner of the customer
data although the agreement makes it clear that "customers" are the restaurants customers not "Uber's"
customers. This concept has raised concerns with restaurant operators as to:
•

the ownership and marketing to such "customers" who through using the platform may be
"pushed" towards competitor restaurants simply through use of the platform; and

•

how is a restaurant to identify, and therefore market to and understand, its customers
without the customer's data.

Questions have also been raised as to the use by the platforms themselves of such customer's
personal data. In the United Arab Emirates, a Deliveroo representative stated at a restaurant conference in
2016 that they were looking into launching their own restaurant concepts (in direct competition with their
restaurant clients who use the Deliveroo platform). Deliveroo's new restaurant concept was launched in
October 201721. This raises questions as to the true benefit to restaurants in signing up to such service
providers where in the end, customers could be pushed to the platform's own restaurants. Sample delivery
provider agreements reviewed did not in any way discuss non-compete clauses, with most agreements
reviewed having only clear breach provisions for the restaurant's activities, with none on the service
provider. Two sample agreements reviewed also placed a restriction on the restaurant from using any
other outsourced delivery providers. One contained wording which imposed the restriction "for the term
of the Agreement plus a period of 12 months after its expiry or termination", the other contained a
restriction for the term of the Agreement.
The European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679)
("GDPR") comes into effect on 25 May 2018 and the proposed ePrivacy Regulation 22 (which will
regulate electronic/location marketing and the use of tracking technology) shows the focus legislators
have on the protection of personal data. Online delivery platforms may also be caught by the NIS
Directive 23 when it is implemented across the EU (which must happen by 9 May 2018). The NIS
19

Semafone (Mar 27, 2014) (https://semafone.com/press-releases/86-customers-shun-brands-following-databreach/).

20

A sample copy can be found at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4443736-Uber-Contract.html
attached as Annexure A.

21

Felicity Campbell (Oct. 9, 2017), "Deliveroo brings its new kitchen concept to Dubai"
(https://www.thenational.ae/lifestyle/food/deliveroo-brings-its-new-kitchen-concept-to-dubai-1.665633).

22

Repealing Directive 2002/58/EC (Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications).

23

Directive (EU) 2016/1148 on the security of Networks and Information Systems.
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Directive will impose similar – but separate – obligations to the GDPR in terms of implementation of
appropriate security measures and the notification of security incidents. The fines under the GDPR can go
as high as 4% of annual global turnover or €20 Million (whichever is greater) and therefore, it will be
interesting to see the implementation of such fines to outsourced service providers in the restaurant
industry in the event of a data breach and how franchisee's and/or franchisors are implicated. Careful
consideration is therefore recommended when entering into such delivery services agreements concerning
the key issues of the ownership, use, disclosure, and transfer of customer personal data, together with
clear allocation of roles and responsibilities - such as who is the data controller as opposed to a data
processor.
8. Brand Protection & Reputation Damage
One major cause of concern for restaurants who sign up to the various outsourced providers
involves protection of the restaurant/brand's reputation. Clearly this is an issue for all outsourced services,
but where a customer receives food which is "not quite right" (or worse), many customers tend to blame
the restaurant rather than the delivery provider. With the ease in being able to complain via social media,
such complaints can quickly spiral from a single customer complaint into a much larger brand damage
issue.
Sample agreements reviewed by the authors for multiple delivery providers have no service levels
imposed on the providers when undertaking their services, although clear obligations are placed on
restaurants as to the availability, quantity, and quality of the meals provided to customers through the
platform. A sample UberEats agreement reviewed provides that despite delivery being through the
UberEats platform, the meal is in the control of the restaurant at all times. The UberEats agreement makes
it clear it is a platform for connecting restaurants with individual drivers and for processing payments,
they are not a delivery or logistics services provider (despite what the public may perceive). A sample
Deliveroo agreement however clearly provides that Deliveroo will "collect the food from the restaurant
and deliver it to the customers using its fleet of delivery drivers".
Franchisors are usually aware of the reputation risks involved with outsourced providers however
franchisee's themselves may not be so clued in. Franchisee's however are rarely the ones directly on the
receiving end of bad publicity as media outlets often focus on the consumer interest perspective and
therefore the brand is usually the one brought under scrutiny. Although it may be possible to mitigate
some brand damage through various practical and legal steps, if for example the brand/restaurant is tipped
off prior to public release, often the case is there is no prior warning. Further most media outlets, and
consumers, are not concerned with the internal allocation responsibilities among franchisors, franchisees,
and outsourced providers.
Provisions around protection of the restaurant's brand are common in franchise agreements and
outsourcing agreements entered into by Franchisors, however in the sample agreements reviewed by the
authors, one agreement had no provisions on intellectual property, one simply had a license for the service
provider to use the restaurant's brand on the platform and another agreement had a very one sided
intellectual property rights clause dealing with the restaurant's obligations to the service provider for third
party IP claims. As discussed above under the heading "Order Taking", there are questions as to whether
a franchisee even has the right to license the franchisor's brand for use on such websites/platforms without
the franchisor's prior consent.
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9. Conclusion
Outsourcing certain services is not a new concept in the franchising sector and delivery service providers
are not a recent development. Advances in technology however, allowing for greater volume, lower costs,
relatively easy international application and quick implementation times means businesses have to move
fast to keep up with consumer expectations. Some franchise agreements and manuals may require
tailoring for such emerging technologies but it is always difficult to anticipate what the next big
technological advancement may be. When looking into the implementation of such new systems, the
issues are varied and complex and very much dependent on the particular technology, the proposed
agreement with the service provider and how it interplays with the existing franchised system.
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Annexure A
Sample UberEats Agreement
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